
                                                                               

                                                                   ANNUAL  FUNCTION  FEEDBACK

Dear Rozina Ma’am,

I’m so happy with the concert. . .  I couldn’t attend the concert due to my young one who is just 4 
months old. But I saw each and every video and I was so thrilled to see  the performances, the 
confidence that each child carried with him and the hard work by you and your teachers.

Thank you so so so much for all the efforts really appreciate your effort.

Regards

Riddhi (Hridani )

(PARENT  JUNIOR KGB)

Name - Deepika Siyal ( Mother of Lavith Siyal)

(Grade – SENIOR .KG C)

First of all a big thank you and congratulations on successful exceution of the annual function of the 
current year 2023-2024. It was a terrific show which showcased the ability of our children and made 
them more confident person. 

Cheers to all of you for managing the overall show. We would like to extend our heartfelt appreciation 
to each and every member of the school  for the wonderful annual day funtion.

The performances done by the toddlers were commendable.

Thank you.

Thanks to you mam... for all your efforts in teaching such a beautiful song to kids... with full 
coordination and facial expression.

          Shanaya's mom

         ( Jr KG C)

Dear Teacher,



I would  like to thank you on behalf of all the parents for putting out such a spectacular performance.

We all were stunned to see them so well prepared.

Over all program was splendid but Pre-Primary Section was outstanding.

(PTA – SENIOR KG)

Thank you for putting so much of effort...

We could witness it on the stage... Children's did it so well .

Thank you Teacher...Spectacular performance, we were stunned .

         The entire program was a super duper hit... Al l the teachers have done

          a marvelous job...

Thank you Ruby Ma’am for the your mentorship and guidance to our kids, 

          they performed amazingly.

          (PARENTS SENIOR KG-B )

The annual day program organized by our wonderful Senior KG teachers, and the entire Pre -
Primary faculty, was spectacular to say the least. 

The entire arrey of performaces, that took us through all the vibrant Indian states, and around 
the world were simply delightful!..



Thank you to all our wonderful teachers for supporting Our children develop so beautifully..
Tasneem Javeri

    Vazeera Javeri's mother of Senior KG C.

A big thanks to you and all the teachers for taking so much efforts for our children and 
providing such a nice platform to showcase their talent.

          Once again thank you very much.

          Yuvaan’s  Mom

         (PARENT  SENIOR KG C)


